
● Write down the number of your breakout room and choose one person on

the group who will report from your discussion in the plenary discussion.

● Each group member briefly presents their experience from doing the

observation. Focus on your reflections on “observation” as a research

method, rather than what you learned about the interview topic. Feel free

to start practicing on discussing with your peers using the curriculum.

1) Take 5 minutes to skim through your own assignment. Do you see any

interpretations represented as “the truth”? (i.e., “an old, confused man”). Discuss

your findings with the rest of the group. How do you understand the difference

between an observation and an interpretation?

2) How do you relate to the context that you observed?

a) Did you observe in a familiar or an unfamiliar context?

b) Did you see yourself as an insider with knowledge of the culture of the

setting, or an outsider?

c) How does this relate to your positionality?

3) What kind of observation did you do? Use the course curriculum to discuss the

different styles. Exchange experiences within the group: when do you think one

type of observation is more appropriate than another?

4) How do you understand the difference between observation and document

analysis/video analysis? Where do you draw the line?

5) Discuss (briefly) the difference between qualitative and quantitative data. Did any

of you start counting while observing? Do you think such data is useful? How?

(e.g., how many people used a cell phone or bought a ticket or a different activity).

6) Additional questions for reflection

a) Did you find some situations more interesting than others? Why?

b) When observing, how do you choose what to include in your notes? Is

everything important or can you exclude some things?

c) Do you think your setting was “boring”? Did this change throughout the

observation? Why?

d) Did you know in advance what you were going to look for when observing?

In any case, do you think your strategy (or lack thereof) shaped what you

saw?

e) If you tried to be a “fly on the wall”, did you ever feel like you were

exposed? How did this affect the rest of your session?


